
AP ENGLISH III AMLITBALL: BATTING PRACTICE 
 
You’ve hit a homerun by signing with the AP English III team!  This summer it’s time to get in shape 
for the upcoming season of American Literature that awaits you at THS for the 2020-2021 school 
year.  Before the year begins, you need to take some batting practice.  After a year of world 
literature, you may need to take some weighted swings with a multi-colored Marucci.  Get in shape 
for our upcoming season by reading, analyzing, and writing about two pieces from last spring---one 
ancient historical dramatic classic, the other an imperialist dystopian survival adventure.  You will 
need a composition book dedicated as your dialectical score book for use not only with this 
assignment, but for the year.  Any player on the team who fails to hit a homerun (complete this 
assignment) may be cut from the team.  Your homerun essay will be scored on how well and how 
far you can hit the ball out of the park with your writing prowess.  What better way to refresh our 
skills for American Literature than with the metaphor of America’s favorite pastime---baseball! 
Consider this your pre-season chance to prove you belong on the AP Language & Composition team 
this year!  Anticipate fieldwork and an assessment over the materials during the first week of class!  
 

Readings and dialecticals are DUE the first day of school. 
Home plate essay is DUE via Google Classroom the day after Labor Day.     

 
BATTER UP :  Everyone will use the same bat for a fair batting practice.  Reread/Finish the 
drama Julius Caesar   by William Shakespeare & the fictional adventure Lord of the Flies  by 
William Golding. Pros prefer to purchase their own bats (books), rather than rely on team  

   equipment.  Reading resources are provided in our clubhouse (Google Classroom:  suzlbcs)  
   to assist you.  The entire line-up will bat, no pinch hitters!   

 
1 st BASE :  As you refresh, maintain ten  dialectical entries with commentary in a 
composition book that trace the struggle for power in the pieces.  Record a quote from 
each Act of Julius Caesar that captures who has or thinks he has the “power” with  

    commentary explaining the significance of each (Act, scene, ln expected).  Include five   
    quotes from throughout Lord of the Flies that signify power struggle (p# for each).   
 

2 nd BASE :  As you reread, maintain eight dialectical notes with commentary in a 
composition book that illustrate human nature .  Include four examples of different 
qualities that you believe are the nature of being human (ex:  loyalty, betrayal, etc…).   

     Support each example with a quote from each text (parenthetically cited).  In your  
     commentary, defend, refute, or qualify the author’s use of the attribute as a positive or  
     negative viewpoint on humanity. 

 
3 rd BASE :  As you review, maintain six dialectical entries with commentary in a composition 
book that capture the art of manipulation .   Shakespeare authentically applies rhetoric 
to character dialogue to truly depict the schemes of politicians amidst a civil war, while  

    Golding employs this artful persuasion to convey the schemes of the boys during their  
    “games” of war.   Consider the appeals and strategies used to sway the minds of men and  
    boys in the pieces, and choose three from each to document (parenthetically cited).  Share  
    what troubled or impressed you by these artful manipulations in your commentary. 

 
HOME PLATE:  Based on BOTH pieces, type ONE argument (3pp. double-spaced 12pt. font). 
● Compare/Contrast which power struggle was most justified in each and overall. 
● Define which quality of human nature is best portrayed by these pieces. 
● Explore the cause/effect relationships of the greatest betrayal in each piece. 


